### IEEE 802.16.3 AGENDA MTG #10

#### Date

**6 November**  
3:30-5:30 PM  
Monday  
Introductions and member sign up
Agenda discussion / approval
   PHY Evaluation Criteria
   Ad Hoc Report (#50)
   Discussion and Completion of Scoring “Matrix”

7 November
Tuesday
8:00 AM- 3:00 PM
Sprint Presentation on Standards
Channel Models (#47, #49, #52, #53)
Traffic Models (#51)
TG3 Comments on TG1 MAC
   Ad Hoc output
   MAC Procedure discussions
   PAR Proposal discussions
   Other comments
   Discussions / Consolidation (?)

3:30 – 6:00 PM
PHY Proposal Presentations (25 min ea.)
(#45, 46, 28, 29, 30, 31)

8 November
Wednesday
8:00 – 12:00 PM
PHY Proposal Presentations (25 min. ea.)
(#32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39)

1:00 – 4:00 PM
PHY Proposal Presentations (25 min ea.)
(#40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 48)
Scoring Explanation

9 November
Thursday
8:00 – 12:00
Follow-up Q&A on PHY Proposals
Submission and Compilation of PHY Evaluations
Joint MAC session with TG1 (tentative)

1:30 – 3:00 PM
BRAN (sub 11 GHz) Liaison
Plans
Calls for Contributions